given by the formula
where N is the analytic subgroup of G corresponding to rt, cQ is some constant, a = a/ (a, a), and »za denotes the multiplicity of a. Since (z'A, a) > 0, we have in fact that 0 < |c(A)| < aa. The integral in (1.2) is absolutely convergent.
In the case rank X = dim a = 1, Harish-Chandra follows from the proof (e.g., by applying Dini's theorem to the convergent net on the bottom of p. 604, which is obviously monotonically decreasing) that the convergence is uniform for nQ in a compact subset of N. Now take nQ = nq, a(¡=aaí.
As a -» + oo, tz0 -> e and aQ -» + co. By uniformity (since «0 is eventually in a compact subset of N), we may interchange limits and obtain that a -» + oo as a -» + oo. Now, by compactness of K/M, k M has an accumulation point as a -► + oo. We shall show that the only possible accumulation point of k M is eM, and hence that k M -► eM. Indeed, for kQM fi eM,
which is eventually greater than some positive quantity as a -» + oo because X has nonpositive curvature.
We are now prepared to prove the main lemma of this section.
1.2 Lemma. Let À £ Ct* -z'ct*.. The kernel P. has the following properties:
(i) For x £ Xx, kQ £ K; kQ . x £ Xx and PxikQ ■ x, kQkM) = Px(x, kM).
(ii) For x £ Xx, jK/M Px(x, kM)dkM = 1.
(iii) There exists a constant Mx such that, for each x £ X, as a -► + oo we have eventually fK/M \P\ia ■ x> kM)\dk" < M^.
(iv) For any neighborhood U of eM in K/M, x £ X, al™eof«™-"lPxia'X'kM)]dkM=°-
If tank x -1 these properties hold also for À = 0.
Proof, (i) and (ii) follow immediately from the definition of P. .
To prove (iii), we let r¡ £ a* such that À £ a* -z'rj. Then \Pxia ■ x, kM)\ = \cbAa . x)\~ V_;7)(« ■ *. kM) First, however, we prove a lemma which will be useful throughout this paper We decompose the integral in (2.2) into an integral over V and an integral over the rest of N, where V is a compact neighborhood of e in N. Proof. Since the operator * commutes with translations by K, it suffices to prove the lemma for k = e. We write BR fot BRieM). From (1.6) it follows that, for sufficiently large /, for some constant A(
In the sequel we shall always assume / large enough for estimate (3.2) or (3.3)
to hold and t > 1.
We can now break up the integral on the right-hand side of (3. < íl/log 2 +1ÎA 2 a 2ames(B(l))/*(eM).
By combination of the estimates in (3.1), (3-4), (3.5), and (3.6) or (3.7), the lemma follows.
The preceding lemmas enable us to prove the principal result of this section.
3.4 Theorem. Let X = IIm=1 X., rank X. = 1. Let f £ LpiK/M), K p < oo. Proof. Since L^iK/M) is contained in every LpiK/M), we may assume p < oo. Then we may fix e > 0 and set / = f1 + f2, fl £ CiK/M), \\f2\\p < el+Up.
Fix C compact in X, and let x, " e uM/eM).
For suitable T, independent of kM, \FAx,M) -f-1ikM)\ < e by Theorem 1.3(i) and Lemma 1.1. In SL(«, R)/SO(ra) the theorem holds for p > n -2, and in Sp (2, R)/Í7(2) it holds for p > 2.
